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Structure of TalkStructure of Talk
1.1. Review of canonical accounts of the origins of Review of canonical accounts of the origins of 

open source/free softwareopen source/free software
 LinusLinus TorvaldsTorvalds and Linuxand Linux
 Raymond Stallman and GNURaymond Stallman and GNU
 The Hacker Culture and Bell LabsThe Hacker Culture and Bell Labs The Hacker Culture and Bell LabsThe Hacker Culture and Bell Labs

2.2. Examination of the role of the IBM SHARE Examination of the role of the IBM SHARE 
scientific user group in the 1950sscientific user group in the 1950s
 Part of larger project on mathematical softwarePart of larger project on mathematical software

3.3. Mathematical Software in the 1970sMathematical Software in the 1970s
 Hybrid of scientific publishing and commercial Hybrid of scientific publishing and commercial 

software industrysoftware industry
4.4. Some preliminary conclusionsSome preliminary conclusions
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1: Origins of Open Source 1: Origins of Open Source 
Software Software –– Three FablesThree Fables
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Open Source Idea?Open Source Idea?

 The The basic idea behind open sourcebasic idea behind open source is is 
very simple: When programmers can read, very simple: When programmers can read, 
redistribute, and modify the source code redistribute, and modify the source code 
f i f ft th ftf i f ft th ftfor a piece of software, the software for a piece of software, the software 
evolves. People improve it, people adapt evolves. People improve it, people adapt 
it, people fix bugs. it, people fix bugs. 

From OpenSource.org homepageFrom OpenSource.org homepage
 “Open Source” concept attributed to 1998 “Open Source” concept attributed to 1998 

meeting, Eric S. Raymondmeeting, Eric S. Raymond
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Version 1: Finland, 1991Version 1: Finland, 1991

 Linus Torvalds sends a Linus Torvalds sends a 
message to the message to the 
comp.so.minix comp.so.minix 
newsgroupnewsgroup……

 Linux was project of LinusLinux was project of Linus

From: From: 
torvalds@klaava.Helsinki.FI torvalds@klaava.Helsinki.FI 
(Linus Benedict Torvalds) (Linus Benedict Torvalds) 
Newsgroups: comp.os.minix Newsgroups: comp.os.minix 
Subject: GccSubject: Gcc--1.40 and a 1.40 and a 
posixposix--question question 
MessageMessage--ID: ID: 
<1991J l3 100050 9886@kl<1991J l3 100050 9886@kl Linux was project of Linus Linux was project of Linus 

TorvaldsTorvalds
 Begun in 1991 as Begun in 1991 as 

undergrad in Finlandundergrad in Finland
 Now a leading server Now a leading server 

operating systemoperating system

<1991Jul3.100050.9886@klaava<1991Jul3.100050.9886@klaava
.Helsinki.FI> .Helsinki.FI> 
Date: 3 Jul 91 10:00:50 GMT Date: 3 Jul 91 10:00:50 GMT 

Hello netlanders, Hello netlanders, 
Due to a project I'm working Due to a project I'm working 
on (in minix), I'm on (in minix), I'm 
interested in the posix interested in the posix 
standard definition. Could standard definition. Could 
somebody please point me to somebody please point me to 
a (preferably) a (preferably) 
machinemachine--readable format of readable format of 
the latest posix rules? Ftpthe latest posix rules? Ftp--
sites would be sites would be 
nice.nice.
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Power of the InternetPower of the Internet

 Similar recent success for Similar recent success for 
Firefox browserFirefox browser

 The storyThe story
 Genius young programmer Genius young programmer 

starts visionary projectstarts visionary project
 Promising but incomplete Promising but incomplete 

versions posted on internet versions posted on internet 
attract community of attract community of 
user/developersuser/developers

 A virtuous circle leads to A virtuous circle leads to 
exponential growthexponential growth
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Bazaar ModelBazaar Model

 Characteristics includeCharacteristics include
 Users as coUsers as co--developersdevelopers

 Projects start with personal Projects start with personal 
problems to solveproblems to solve

 Users debug systems Users debug systems –– “many “many 
eyes make bugs shallow”eyes make bugs shallow”

 Early and frequent releasesEarly and frequent releases
 High modularizationHigh modularization
 A “benevolent dictator” to A “benevolent dictator” to 

lead projectlead project
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Version 2: MIT, 1983Version 2: MIT, 1983

 Richard Stallman was Richard Stallman was 
respected MIT “hacker”respected MIT “hacker”
 Author of EMACS editorAuthor of EMACS editor

 Since 1984 Stallman Since 1984 Stallman 
Coordinates GNU projectCoordinates GNU projectCoordinates GNU projectCoordinates GNU project
 GNU is Not Unix GNU is Not Unix 

(recursive name)(recursive name)
 Intended to produce Intended to produce 

open, free version of Unixopen, free version of Unix
 “Free as in speech… not “Free as in speech… not 

beer”beer”
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GNU’s Free Software DefinitionGNU’s Free Software Definition

 The freedom to run the program, for any The freedom to run the program, for any 
purpose (freedom 0). purpose (freedom 0). 

 The freedom to study how the program works, The freedom to study how the program works, 
and adapt it to your needs (freedom 1). Access and adapt it to your needs (freedom 1). Access p y ( )p y ( )
to the source code is a precondition for this. to the source code is a precondition for this. 

 The freedom to redistribute copies so you can The freedom to redistribute copies so you can 
help your neighbor (freedom 2). help your neighbor (freedom 2). 

 The freedom to improve the program, and The freedom to improve the program, and 
release your improvements to the public, so that release your improvements to the public, so that 
the whole community benefits (freedom 3). the whole community benefits (freedom 3). 
Access to the source code is a precondition for Access to the source code is a precondition for 
this. this. 
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Version 3: Hacker CultureVersion 3: Hacker Culture
 Stallman was Stallman was 

propagating and propagating and 
defending a tradition defending a tradition 
going back to the late going back to the late 
1950s at MIT1950s at MIT

 Fundamentally Fundamentally 
oppositionaloppositional

 Propagated and Propagated and 
revitalized byrevitalized by
 Personal computesPersonal computes
 Widespread internet Widespread internet 

accessaccess
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The Hacker EthicThe Hacker Ethic

 Access to computers… unlimited and totalAccess to computers… unlimited and total
 All information should be freeAll information should be free
 Mistrust authority Mistrust authority –– promote decentralizationpromote decentralizationyy pp
 Hackers should be judged by their hacking…Hackers should be judged by their hacking…
 You can create beauty and art on a computerYou can create beauty and art on a computer
 Computers can change your life for the betterComputers can change your life for the better
From From chch. 2 of Hackers, by Steven Levy, 1984. 2 of Hackers, by Steven Levy, 1984
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Summary of 3 Summary of 3 
Conventional ViewsConventional Views

 StressStress
 Hacker culture and ideological commitmentsHacker culture and ideological commitments
 Unpaid enthusiast virtuososUnpaid enthusiast virtuosos
 Charismatic individualsCharismatic individuals
 Novel licensing arrangementsNovel licensing arrangements

 All about systems softwareAll about systems software
 All All opositionalopositional

 To commercial softwareTo commercial software
 To official university cultureTo official university culture
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A New Origin Story for Many A New Origin Story for Many 
Open Source PracticesOpen Source Practices

 Scientific software librariesScientific software libraries
 1950s 1950s 
 No concern with licensing arrangementsNo concern with licensing arrangements

Cl b d bCl b d b Claim to be motivated by pragmatic Claim to be motivated by pragmatic 
commercial interestscommercial interests
 Avoidance of duplicated efforts on generic Avoidance of duplicated efforts on generic 

programsprograms
 To free up resources for areas of proprietary To free up resources for areas of proprietary 

interestsinterests
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2: Mathematical Software and 2: Mathematical Software and 
Open SourceOpen Source
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Scientific ComputingScientific Computing

 Original function of early machinesOriginal function of early machines
 Harvard Mark I, ENIACHarvard Mark I, ENIAC
 Source of the term “computer”Source of the term “computer”

 Many applications are concerned with Many applications are concerned with 
modeling natural or man made systemsmodeling natural or man made systems
 Hydrogen bomb physicsHydrogen bomb physics
 Fluid Dynamics of air for aerospaceFluid Dynamics of air for aerospace
 Celestial mechanics for space navigationCelestial mechanics for space navigation
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Mathematical LibrariesMathematical Libraries
 Produced internally Produced internally 

within computer within computer 
centerscenters
 First example for First example for 

EDSAC circa 1950EDSAC circa 1950
 Invented along with Invented along with 

b tib tisubroutinesubroutine
 Discussed in 1951 Discussed in 1951 

programming textprogramming text
 Included Included RungeRunge--KuttaKutta

differential equation differential equation 
routineroutine

 Routines stored on 5 Routines stored on 5 
track paper tapetrack paper tape

Precursor: the Harvard Mark I 
(from Gerard Alberts) www.tomandmaria.com/tomwww.tomandmaria.com/tom

Issues Issues -- MathematicalMathematical

 Different numerical approximations suited to Different numerical approximations suited to 
different problemsdifferent problems
 May be very slowMay be very slow
 May give meaningless or inaccurate resultMay give meaningless or inaccurate result

 Problems may be under very specific conditionsProblems may be under very specific conditions

 Newer, better methods may be more complex or Newer, better methods may be more complex or 
highly specializedhighly specialized
 Package in software for easy consumptionPackage in software for easy consumption
 Disseminate formerly tacit knowledge between sitesDisseminate formerly tacit knowledge between sites
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Early NeedsEarly Needs
 Initially: very basic assembly language Initially: very basic assembly language 

subroutinessubroutines
 Multiplication, square root, binary to decimal, floating Multiplication, square root, binary to decimal, floating 

point simulation, etc.point simulation, etc.
 FORTRAN (1956) covers basics, but plenty of FORTRAN (1956) covers basics, but plenty of ( ) , p y( ) , p y

challenges leftchallenges left
 Each computer center is likely to need routines forEach computer center is likely to need routines for

 Linear algebra and matrix manipulationLinear algebra and matrix manipulation
 Ordinary and Partial Differential Equation solversOrdinary and Partial Differential Equation solvers
 Special and Elementary functionsSpecial and Elementary functions
 Curve fitting and least squaresCurve fitting and least squares
 Fast Fourier TransformationFast Fourier Transformation
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Support for Library WorkSupport for Library Work
 First US grant to support First US grant to support 

development may be for development may be for 
ILLIACILLIAC
 Numerical Analysis funding Numerical Analysis funding 

from ONR 1950from ONR 1950--19581958

Subroutine library 1955 Subroutine library 1955 
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3: SHARE and Mathematical 3: SHARE and Mathematical 
SoftwareSoftware
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IBM 701/704/709IBM 701/704/709

 Large, “first generation” Large, “first generation” 
machines of 1950smachines of 1950s
 Worth approximately $2 Worth approximately $2 

millionmillion
D i d f t h i lD i d f t h i l Designed for technical Designed for technical 
computationcomputation
 Early users dominated by Early users dominated by 

Southern California Southern California 
aerospace firmsaerospace firms

 Cold war contextCold war context
 Many employees for each Many employees for each 

computer installationcomputer installation 704 at LLNL, 1956
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Argonne Case StudyArgonne Case Study
 Argonne National Laboratory Argonne National Laboratory 

(Yood dissertation topic)(Yood dissertation topic)
 Computer building starts 1949Computer building starts 1949
 2 ENIAC women hired for first library in 2 ENIAC women hired for first library in 

19511951
 IBM 704 arrives in 1957IBM 704 arrives in 1957

Standard hardwareStandard hardware Standard hardwareStandard hardware
 Still rely on internally developed libraryStill rely on internally developed library

 Applied Mathematics Division formed Applied Mathematics Division formed 
19561956
 Consolidation of 50 staff membersConsolidation of 50 staff members
 Monopoly on electronic computingMonopoly on electronic computing
 Division seeks ability to support computing Division seeks ability to support computing 

research (vs. service)research (vs. service)
 Repeated reorganizationsRepeated reorganizations
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SHARE IBM User GroupSHARE IBM User Group

 SHARE founded 1956SHARE founded 1956
 Cooperative group for users of large IBM computersCooperative group for users of large IBM computers

 Discussions begin among IBM 701 usersDiscussions begin among IBM 701 users
SHARE t “l ” IBM i tifi hiSHARE t “l ” IBM i tifi hi SHARE represents “large” IBM scientific machine usersSHARE represents “large” IBM scientific machine users

 Representatives from each installation (52 by end of 1956)Representatives from each installation (52 by end of 1956)
 Usually installation head or deputyUsually installation head or deputy
 Engineering/science background, advanced degrees commonEngineering/science background, advanced degrees common

 Intended to “share” programs, expertise, experiences Intended to “share” programs, expertise, experiences 
and best practicesand best practices
 Lobbying of IBM to alter machines or policiesLobbying of IBM to alter machines or policies
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SHARE Software LibrarySHARE Software Library
 Routines contributed by user sitesRoutines contributed by user sites

 Reproduction and catalog handled by IBMReproduction and catalog handled by IBM
 Classification scheme developed to organizeClassification scheme developed to organize
 Contributors responsible for maintenanceContributors responsible for maintenancepp

 List posted of routines devised & desiredList posted of routines devised & desired
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SHARE PracticesSHARE Practices
 Standardization needed Standardization needed 

to share code and to share code and 
practicespractices

 Standardize machine Standardize machine 
configurationconfiguration
 Setting of switches controlSetting of switches control Setting of switches, control Setting of switches, control 

panels, etcpanels, etc
 Standardize system Standardize system 

softwaresoftware
 Assembler and utility Assembler and utility 

programs (not supplied by programs (not supplied by 
IBM)IBM)

 Leads to big project to Leads to big project to 
create “Share Operating create “Share Operating 
System”System”
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SSDSSD
 Mechanism for communication between Mechanism for communication between 

meetingsmeetings
 Mailing of large bundles of assorted materialsMailing of large bundles of assorted materials

 Committee reportsCommittee reportsCommittee reportsCommittee reports
 Drafts for commentsDrafts for comments
 Letters, inquiries and responsesLetters, inquiries and responses

 Including bug reportsIncluding bug reports

 Also microfilms of source code for Also microfilms of source code for 
programsprograms
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SHARE LaborSHARE Labor

 Installation reps are senior figuresInstallation reps are senior figures
 Responsible for design and specificationResponsible for design and specification
 Commit employees of their firms to develop Commit employees of their firms to develop 

ddcodecode

 Economy of effort in developing generic Economy of effort in developing generic 
routinesroutines
 Driven by economics Driven by economics –– save time and moneysave time and money
 No proprietary advantage in cosine routineNo proprietary advantage in cosine routine
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SHARE StructureSHARE Structure

 Committees to Committees to 
manage particular manage particular 
projectsprojectsp jp j
 Mathematical Mathematical 

software is one software is one 
important areaimportant area

 Subcommittees Subcommittees 
for particular for particular 
projectsprojects
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SHARE and the Four FreedomsSHARE and the Four Freedoms

 Freedom to run Freedom to run –– YESYES
 Freedom to study and adapt source code Freedom to study and adapt source code --

YESYESYES                                                            YES                                                            
 Freedom to redistribute Freedom to redistribute –– YESYES

 Pretty much all 704/9/90 were membersPretty much all 704/9/90 were members

 Freedom to improve and release to the Freedom to improve and release to the 
public public –– YESYES
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Similarities in PracticesSimilarities in Practices
 AdAd--hoc collaboration groups hoc collaboration groups 

for specific projectsfor specific projects
 Some effort at modular code Some effort at modular code 

architecturearchitecture
 Mechanisms to share and Mechanisms to share and 

respond to bug reportsrespond to bug reportsrespond to bug reportsrespond to bug reports
 Standards for coding and Standards for coding and 

configuration to facilitate configuration to facilitate 
collaborationcollaboration

 Open circulation of Open circulation of 
proposals and design proposals and design 
documentsdocuments
 “Indoctrination” into culture“Indoctrination” into culture
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Challenges to SHAREChallenges to SHARE
 Problems develop in open source modelProblems develop in open source model
 See Akera See Akera –– “The Limits of Voluntarism”, T&C, “The Limits of Voluntarism”, T&C, 

20012001
 Following problems with the “SHARE Operating Following problems with the “SHARE Operating 

System” project the writing of system softwareSystem” project the writing of system softwareSystem  project the writing of system software System  project the writing of system software 
migrates to IBMmigrates to IBM

 But mathematical software largely doesn’tBut mathematical software largely doesn’t
 SHARE is main distribution mechanism until early SHARE is main distribution mechanism until early 

1970s1970s
 Large labs rely on own code librariesLarge labs rely on own code libraries
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Packaging ExpertisePackaging Expertise
 Craft knowledge of numerical methods formerly Craft knowledge of numerical methods formerly 

a part of carrying out computationa part of carrying out computation
 Held by generalist scientist/engineer, covered in Held by generalist scientist/engineer, covered in 

textbookstextbooks
 Intensive computation sometimes carried out by Intensive computation sometimes carried out by 

specialistsspecialists
 Exchange of code spreads local practices beyondExchange of code spreads local practices beyond Exchange of code spreads local practices beyond Exchange of code spreads local practices beyond 

individual labsindividual labs
 Eventually leading to homogenizationEventually leading to homogenization

 Code to solve specific equation types is now Code to solve specific equation types is now 
standardized and reusedstandardized and reused
 Enables shift to newer, more complex mathematical Enables shift to newer, more complex mathematical 

methodsmethods
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Black Boxing Expertise?Black Boxing Expertise?
 In many ways, yes.In many ways, yes.
 But invocation of subroutines be But invocation of subroutines be 

dangerous without knowledge of methods dangerous without knowledge of methods 
usedusedusedused
 May work very slowly or give meaningless May work very slowly or give meaningless 

results with specific equationresults with specific equation
 Library creators try to keep users aware of Library creators try to keep users aware of 

internal functioning internal functioning –– support rolesupport role

 So is it a translucent box?So is it a translucent box?
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Immutable Mobile?Immutable Mobile?
 Latour, Science in ActionLatour, Science in Action

 Artifacts issued by “centers of calculation” to “act at a Artifacts issued by “centers of calculation” to “act at a 
distance” distance” 
 Associated with adoption of printingAssociated with adoption of printing

 Mobile (within & between labs)Mobile (within & between labs)
 Immutable (sometimes)Immutable (sometimes)
 Presentable (yes)Presentable (yes)
 Readable (yes Readable (yes –– open source)open source)
 Combinable with each other (that’s the point)Combinable with each other (that’s the point)

 Software seems to fit the description better than Software seems to fit the description better than 
anything else! anything else! 
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3: Mathematical Software in 3: Mathematical Software in 
the 1970sthe 1970s
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Division of LaborDivision of Labor
 Author of application programs may not be computer Author of application programs may not be computer 

specialistspecialist
 Writes outline code for specific taskWrites outline code for specific task
 Most of the work accomplished by subroutine calls to standard Most of the work accomplished by subroutine calls to standard 

routines written by expertsroutines written by experts
 Shift supports new groups of methods specialistsShift supports new groups of methods specialists

 Expertise encapsulated in codeExpertise encapsulated in code Expertise encapsulated in codeExpertise encapsulated in code
 Some sharing of codes between labsSome sharing of codes between labs

 By early 1970s, emerging as discipline By early 1970s, emerging as discipline 
 ConferencesConferences
 BooksBooks
 JournalsJournals
 Interest groupsInterest groups

 Situated between applied mathematics & computer Situated between applied mathematics & computer 
sciencescience
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Argonne Case IIArgonne Case II

 “Mathematical Algorithms Group” “Mathematical Algorithms Group” 
(20 people in late 1960s)(20 people in late 1960s)
 Distinct from “applied” and “systems” programming teamsDistinct from “applied” and “systems” programming teams
 Write, document new routines & improve old onesWrite, document new routines & improve old ones
 Provide consulting to application programmersProvide consulting to application programmers
 Evaluate and modify externally produced routinesEvaluate and modify externally produced routines
 Argonne Code Center distributes routinesArgonne Code Center distributes routines

 1970s: EISPACK (matrix routines) & LINPACK (linear 1970s: EISPACK (matrix routines) & LINPACK (linear 
algebra) projects algebra) projects 
 Collaboration with leading academic specialistsCollaboration with leading academic specialists
 World class, portable packages in specialized areasWorld class, portable packages in specialized areas
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New Organizational StructuresNew Organizational Structures
 Computer departments provide new & secure Computer departments provide new & secure 

location for expertise in applied mathematicslocation for expertise in applied mathematics
 Library teams created in all(?) national labsLibrary teams created in all(?) national labs

 Limitations of this positionLimitations of this position
 Struggle to justify research agendaStruggle to justify research agenda Struggle to justify research agendaStruggle to justify research agenda
 Tend to collapse as computing is decentralized in Tend to collapse as computing is decentralized in 

1980s1980s

 Interplay betweenInterplay between

Technology Professional identity Organizational Structure 
of labs

Practice in user disciplines
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Emergence of Research Emergence of Research 
CommunityCommunity

 Spate of mathematical software activity in Spate of mathematical software activity in 
early 1970searly 1970s
 ACM SIGNUM has newsletter, conferencesACM SIGNUM has newsletter, conferences
 Series of Mathematical Software conferencesSeries of Mathematical Software conferences Series of Mathematical Software conferences Series of Mathematical Software conferences 

(John Rice of Purdue)(John Rice of Purdue)
 Creation of new journalCreation of new journal

 Emergence of distinct research agendaEmergence of distinct research agenda
 Mathematical software as unique fieldMathematical software as unique field
 Blending of applied mathematics with concerns Blending of applied mathematics with concerns 

from computer architecture and software from computer architecture and software 
engineeringengineering
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Three Packaging ModelsThree Packaging Models

1.1. Peer Review and publication in journalsPeer Review and publication in journals
 ACM TOMSACM TOMS

2.2. Commercial sale of software librariesCommercial sale of software libraries
By IMSL and NAGBy IMSL and NAG By IMSL and NAGBy IMSL and NAG

3.3. Creation of specialized packages by small Creation of specialized packages by small 
teams of expertsteams of experts
 E.g. LINPACK and EISPACK projectsE.g. LINPACK and EISPACK projects

 These models are not exclusive!These models are not exclusive!
 Same code can be made available in all three Same code can be made available in all three 

versionsversions
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1: Peer Review1: Peer Review

 SHARE Numerical SHARE Numerical 
Analysis ProjectAnalysis Project

 Attempt to peer review Attempt to peer review 
mathematical routinesmathematical routines
 Volunteer committee with Volunteer committee with 

IBM supportIBM support
 Hirondo KukiHirondo Kuki

 Limited successLimited success
 Reviewing standards Reviewing standards 

lacking and commitment lacking and commitment 
unevenuneven

 Too many routines to Too many routines to 
reviewreview
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ACM TOMsACM TOMs
 Transactions on Mathematical SoftwareTransactions on Mathematical Software
 Publication venue for mathematical softwarePublication venue for mathematical software

 Started 1975 by John RiceStarted 1975 by John Rice
 Program source code distributed via microficheProgram source code distributed via microfiche Program source code distributed via microfiche, Program source code distributed via microfiche, 

card and tapecard and tape
 Professional credit for programming Professional credit for programming 

accomplishmentsaccomplishments
 “Algorithms” in Algol previously published in “Algorithms” in Algol previously published in 

Communications of the ACMCommunications of the ACM
 And in Numerische MathematikAnd in Numerische Mathematik
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2: Commercial Software Libraries2: Commercial Software Libraries
 NAG (UK) and IMSL (US)NAG (UK) and IMSL (US)
 Comprehensive, commercial librariesComprehensive, commercial libraries

 Both launched around 1972Both launched around 1972
 Rapidly ported to multiple platformsRapidly ported to multiple platforms
 Numerical and statistical coverageNumerical and statistical coverage

 Sold on annual subscription basisSold on annual subscription basis
 DocumentedDocumented
 SupportedSupported
 TestedTested
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3: The “PACK” Model3: The “PACK” Model
 EISPACK computes EISPACK computes eigenvalueseigenvalues and and 

eigenvectors of matriceseigenvectors of matrices
 Released 1972Released 1972
 Standard routines in this area for a decadeStandard routines in this area for a decade

 FORTRAN conversion of Algol routines by JamesFORTRAN conversion of Algol routines by James FORTRAN conversion of Algol routines by James FORTRAN conversion of Algol routines by James 
H. Wilkinson and Christian H. Wilkinson and Christian ReinschReinsch
 Which in turn implemented new, dramatically Which in turn implemented new, dramatically 

improved methodsimproved methods
 Model widely adoptedModel widely adopted

 Dozens of specialized packages produced within the Dozens of specialized packages produced within the 
labs during this era: FUNPACK, MUDPACK, FISHPACK labs during this era: FUNPACK, MUDPACK, FISHPACK 
etc.etc.
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EISPACK Development EISPACK Development 
MethodologyMethodology

 Grant funding received to test new methodologyGrant funding received to test new methodology
 Very small team of contributorsVery small team of contributors

 Remains small for LINPACK followRemains small for LINPACK follow--on projecton project
 Debugging mostly done in small groupsDebugging mostly done in small groups Debugging mostly done in small groupsDebugging mostly done in small groups

 Prior to releasePrior to release
 Don’t expect much insight from ordinary usersDon’t expect much insight from ordinary users

 No expectation of code fix submissionNo expectation of code fix submission
 Relationships cultivated with computer center staffRelationships cultivated with computer center staff

 Create closed network of test sitesCreate closed network of test sites

 Three major releasesThree major releases
 Cycle repeatedCycle repeated
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Models not seen as opposedModels not seen as opposed
 Many authors allow inclusion of code in all three Many authors allow inclusion of code in all three 

types of packagetypes of package
 EISPACK routines included in IMSLEISPACK routines included in IMSL

 Pragmatic interest in getting code usedPragmatic interest in getting code used
 Salaries already paid by lab or universitySalaries already paid by lab or university
 No concern with copyright or licensing arrangementsNo concern with copyright or licensing arrangements No concern with copyright or licensing arrangementsNo concern with copyright or licensing arrangements
 Extension of social norms & practices of scienceExtension of social norms & practices of science

 Academic and commercial communities mixedAcademic and commercial communities mixed
 Ph.D.s work for library companies, their mentors sit Ph.D.s work for library companies, their mentors sit 

on advisory boards on advisory boards 
 Some employees of library companies contribute to Some employees of library companies contribute to 

“PACK” projects“PACK” projects
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4: Concluding Ponderings4: Concluding Ponderings
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Commercial Origins of Commercial Origins of 
Open Source Practices in 1950sOpen Source Practices in 1950s

 To recap, by 1956 we already haveTo recap, by 1956 we already have
 All formal characteristics of “free” softwareAll formal characteristics of “free” software
 Many practices of modern open sourceMany practices of modern open source Many practices of modern open source Many practices of modern open source 

developmentdevelopment

 But not the ideology of free softwareBut not the ideology of free software
 Seen as pragmatic actions, economically Seen as pragmatic actions, economically 

driven sharingdriven sharing
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Hidden CommonalityHidden Commonality

 Shared engineering culture?Shared engineering culture?
 1950s MIT Hackers1950s MIT Hackers
 1950s Aerospace engineering computing 1950s Aerospace engineering computing 

groupsgroups
 Seek to solve tasks in technically efficient Seek to solve tasks in technically efficient 

mannermanner
 Avoid needless duplication of workAvoid needless duplication of work
 Provide tools to people who need themProvide tools to people who need them
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Richness of ModelsRichness of Models
 Commercial/Closed vs. Free/Open is Commercial/Closed vs. Free/Open is 

 Recent dichotomyRecent dichotomy
 Rhetorical constructionRhetorical construction

ffff Different communities produce many Different communities produce many 
other modelsother models
 Mathematical community starts with many Mathematical community starts with many 

corporate open source practicescorporate open source practices
 Shifts to peer review and the elitist PACK Shifts to peer review and the elitist PACK 

model.model.
www.tomandmaria.com/tomwww.tomandmaria.com/tom

Shows need forShows need for
Separation of Ideology and PracticeSeparation of Ideology and Practice

 Open source practices are older, more Open source practices are older, more 
widespread than open source movement, so…widespread than open source movement, so…
 How important is the ideology?How important is the ideology?
 Is selective use open source by big firms (IBM etc) Is selective use open source by big firms (IBM etc) 

the exception or the rule?the exception or the rule?

 How important are scientific norms to open How important are scientific norms to open 
source practices?source practices?
 Publication and sharing of dataPublication and sharing of data
 Goes back to 17Goes back to 17thth century gentlemencentury gentlemen

www.tomandmaria.com/tomwww.tomandmaria.com/tom


